**Instructor:** E. Galo  
**Class:** Spanish 2

**Week of:** 1/7/08 – 1/11/08  
(Welcome back to the Spring Semester!)

| **Monday** |  
| TSW: Do a writing activity on what they did this winter break (using the preterite-tense) and present to class. | **Warm-up:** Review Peterite-Tense verbs.  
**Writing Activity:** Give students instructions and show an example. Students may also work with a partner to guide each other.  
**Closure:** The last 15 minutes of class the students will present their writing activity.  
**Reminder:** Students will have a **QUIZ** this Friday over *A ver si recuerdas* pg. 154-155 (textbook) vocabulary and grammar.  
*Students must bring textbook to class everyday (Random book checks/ daily quizzes will be done/ given more often this spring semester).* |
| **Tuesday** |  
| TSW: Discuss final exam questions and answers. | **Warm-up:** Fill out index card with their textbook information.  
**Whole group discussion:** Final exam questions and answers.  
**Closure:** Introduce Comments and Suggestions jar. |
| **Wednesday** |  
| TSW: Review vocabulary and “go-go verbs” form Spanish 1. | **Guided Practice:** *A ver si recuerdas* pg. 154-155 (textbook)  
**Independent Practice:** Worksheet  
**Closure:** Students will have a **QUIZ** on Friday on *A ver si recuerdas* vocabulary and grammar. |
| **Thursday** |  
| TSW: | **SAME AS Wednesday** |
| **Friday** |  
| TSW: Review and take a **QUIZ.** | **Warm-up:** The first 10 minutes of class the students will review for their quiz and I will re-teach if necessary.  
**QUIZ:** *A ver si recuerdas* vocabulary and grammar.  
**Closure:** Check answers together. |

* Note: maybe be subject to change/modify per class